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It is specially indicated for implant prostheses, simulating the gingival tissue that 
defines the shape of the cervical contours and the emergence profile of the prosthesis.  
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The stable consistency and adequate hardness of
ventura gingival rigid guarantee a stable position of the 
implants and avoid stress on the model.



Benefits:

The type of hardness is ideal for cutting and milling the edges of the silicone.

Thanks to its outstanding dimensional stability, it keeps its precision for 
several days.

It has an optimal elastic module, which makes it possible to remove and re-
position the ventura gingival rigid mask on the model.
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ventura gingival rigid 2 x 50 ml.
ventura separator 10 ml.

12 mixing tips.
12 intra oral tips.

Packaging
Ref: 3270
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Benefits:

It is indicated for the reproduction of gums on fixed prostheses models.

Aesthetic results due to its natural gingival colour and translucency.

Thanks to its outstanding dimensional stability, it keeps its precision for several days.

It has an optimal elastic memory, which makes it possible to remove and reposition the 
ventura gingival elastic mask on the model.
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It is applied to the contact surface between any type of silicones to prevent 
adhesion between them. It is directly used on previously dried impressions and on 
matrices.

Ideal for use in combination with  ventura gingival.
It can be applied to all impression materials, including addition 
and condensation materials.
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ventura gingival elastic 2 x 50 ml.
ventura separator 10 ml.

12 mixing tips.
12 intra oral tips.

Packaging
Ref: 3271

ventura separator 10 ml.

Packaging
Ref: 3272

elastic elastic
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Ventura crystalsil is indicated for the production of transparent silicone matrices.

Ventura crystalsil helps the photopolymerization of composites and/or resins by creating
an oxygen-free atmosphere and a more compact surface without a dispersion layer.

Benefits:

It combines a shorter total setting time with an adequate working time. 

Easy and fast application.

Thanks to its elastic recovery, the mask can be kept for later uses.

Exceptional dimensional stability.
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ventura crystalsil 2 x 50 ml.

6 mixing tips green.

Packaging
Ref: 3275



top 85lab
Ventura top 85 lab is a condensation silicone made with a formula that improves 
mixing times, initial fluidity and plasticity.

It is specially indicated for keys in the following works:

Universal catalyst for all types of condensation silicones.
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Acrylic casting in metal prostheses.
Acrylic temporary crowns and bridges.
Reproduction of gums.
Isolation of removable dentures for a cleaner 
deflasking.

Ideal final hardness.
Great elastic strength of 99%.
Resistance to temperatures up to 140ºC.
Excellent reproduction of details.
Elastic memory of 99%.

Red gel for an even application of the mixture.

Easy dispensing.

ventura top 85 lab 5 Kg + ventura catalyst gel 2 x 60 ml.

Packaging
Ref:1300

Ref:0483
ventura catalyst gel 60 ml.
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You can find more products inside our 
laboratory range in our gypsum brochure.


